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To split, to tread, to hark, to hear,
To blush and rush, to bed and wed,
To see and search, but never to draw near,
To me love, thou fairest, until my death be here,

In father’s rime and mother’s scold,
What each dear elders’ warnings bode,
That thy fair flesh may I never hold,
‘Til my undoing has been fairly sowed,

To leave, to heave, to want, to wind,
To lead and heed, to kiss and miss,
To echo and ring, but  fall behind,
To me love, thou kindest, until my end I find,

Past childish song and springtime’s woe,
And the tyrant Mother’s wretched ire,
Your one truth we dearest know,
In our last breath, our one desire.

To fight, to fail, to bleed, to bruise,
To smile and wile, to prance and to dance,
To want and vow, but still fail the divine ruse,
‘To me love, thou sweetest, until my heart you choose,

Past brutish blows and seeping wound,
Past broken stones to seal his tomb,
On brothers dead your touch has bloomed,
White frost, my fate, to be your groom.

To limp, to lose, to struggle, to still,
To twist and twine, to crawl and vie,
To strive to live, but feel the will,
To me love’s touch, her lovely chill.

Past harshest glow and deepest dark,
Past the chains we bound in fearful art,
On ice I fall, and to you I hark,
My love, my cold, my winter’s heart.

In coldest night, And the breaking of day,
My wind-borne queen, ever to you I pray,
And when I fall, your kiss my shawl,
Your first, your chill, your ice, below, above
In life, in death, me only love.



Researcher’s Note: This is a curious poem, related to the An’Nsi
tribe of Tunca’s Selenians. Carbon dating of artifacts of a similar
make and mold to those of the An’Nsi suggests that their traditions
have been in place for eons, making them one of the most ancient
tribes on the polar continent, and one of the most successful
surviving into the modern day. This is one of several pieces of
“icing prose”, rhythmically chanted songs utilized by An’Nsi hunters
as they pike-fish over the solar thaw, on their migration around the
continent. Like much of their art, it reveals the seemingly cold
people to be quite passionate, both physically and emotionally. It’s
lyrical structure is nearly identical to hymns still sung by the
natives of Atolli, and multiple lyrics appear to directly reference
the deities noted in that island’s lore. However, the An’Nsi do not
appear to revere the “Stellar Brood” as divine; rather, they revile
them as invaders and tyrants, defeated by the power of the true gods
of nature; the stars, the seas, the winter chill, and the glow of the
aurora…

Follow-up nterviews with An’nsi pike-hunters found in memorandum
35-A9.


